Effective experimental controls for research in international accounting: Further thoughts
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Abstract

This paper responds to recent research by Ruland et al. [Ruland, W., Shon, J., Zhou, P., 2007. Effective controls for research in international accounting. Journal of Accounting and Public Policy, 26(1), 96–116.] that addresses the effectiveness of experimental controls for research in international accounting, with focus on Ndubizu and Sanchez [Ndubizu, G.A., Sanchez, M.H., 2006. The valuation properties of earnings and book value prepared under US GAAP in Chile and IAS in Peru. Journal of Accounting and Public Policy 25 (2)]. We attempt to remove some misconceptions about effective experimental controls that have surfaced in the debate. We argue that theory and refined proxies alleviate many of the control issues that have surfaced in the literature.
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1. Introduction

We thank Ruland et al. (2007) for taking time to provide valuable and constructive perspectives on experimental control issues in international accounting research in general and on Ndubizu and Sanchez (2006). Ruland et al. (2007) have added additional insights on experimental designs and controls in international accounting research that we hope will not be overlooked in future studies. We, however, believe that some of their comments suggest an insufficient rumination over international accounting literature and misconceptions about the underlying research environments. While they agree that Ndubizu and Sanchez (2006) address timely and important global accounting policy issues, Ruland et al. (2007) raise several control issues in international accounting research, which are discussed in this paper.

2. Clusters as a control technique

International accounting research often uses clusters to control important experimental conditions that cannot be quantified on some well-defined scale. Following La Porta et al. (1997), Ball et al. (2000) introduce the common law versus code law clusters in international accounting research to control for the effects of legal origin on the properties of accounting earnings. Lang et al. (2004) use high and low investor protection clusters to control the effects of regulatory oversight of accounting practices on earnings management. Leuz et al. (2003) is a bold attempt to improve two control problems of clusters-experimental design in international accounting research. First, their clusters of institutional features are hybridized into high, middle and low clusters. Second, they use factor analysis, rather than theory, to reduce nine institutional variables into three clusters. Because of the growing number of institutional variables in the literature, we argue that a parsimonious compression of these variables into a coherent theory of institutional features is likely to sharpen research predictions and experimental control. For example, the various aspects of institutional features documented in the literature are characterized by size of stock markets, ownership concentration, investor protection, disclosure, common and code law legal origin, tax/accounting alignment, equity and debt orientation, corruption, culture, competing information, auditing and regulatory stringencies and legal enforcement. We argue that a theoretical development of institutional characteristics into a more parsimonious set of knowledge used to predict accounting phenomena is likely to provide greater insights and effective controls in international accounting research.
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